Arthur Nevin's musical Activities during World War i" profiles one illinois composer's simultaneous efforts as a community song leader at Camp Grant in rockford, illinois while completing and premiering his opera A Daughter of the Forest with the Chicago opera Company. As a song leader, Nevin programmed Foster's parlor songs alongside newer works from tin Pan Alley, all while producing an original, extended composition that, inevitably, would be viewed as deficient in comparison to revered european models. Although heightened by the exigencies of the war, this moment in Nevin's career nonetheless embodies the fundamental challenge faced by most composers within the united States who aspired to success in the concert sphere even as their everyday careers were based on less elite, more accessible music making. Perhaps such musical contradictions explains Nevin's response to an interviewer (whom Ziegel quotes) who asked if the new opera "introduced any typically American music." Nevin answered bluntly: "What is typically American music? i for one have never been able to find any." marianne betz offers an in-depth consideration of composer George Chadwick's musical responses to the war. trained in leipzig, Chadwick struggled with the role of German music in contemporary American musical life. As betz observes, Chadwick wrote four original, unabashedly patriotic choruses intended to assist with developing community singing within military organizations. Additionally, betz examines the impact of the Great War on what would be the composer's final symphonic poem, Angel of Death, which he completed in boston on January 3, 1918, two days before the premiere of Nevin's Daughter of the Forest. As betz and Ziegel both demonstrate, similar impulses-writing patriotic and accessible works for the masses alongside serious compositions informed by the ongoing conflict-inform the activities of these two composers during the war, along with a shared trajectory that started with enthusiasm and ended in disillusionment and heartbreak. the last two articles explore little known publications originating in or at least discussing events beyond the united States. my article on english language sheet music issued in Canada highlights the conflicting image of an emerging national consciousness under the governance of colonial rule. While the songs often refer to british musical sources, the song texts and topics take an increasingly independent view of Canada's role in the war and its relationship to the motherland. Despite the country's official censorship-exerting control over which songs could or could not be published-songs appearing later in the war offer rare and deeply personal views of the conflict and its devastating impact on the home front as well as on the field.
William brooks in his article introduces songs that foreshadow an expected war between the States and mexico that never materialized (what brooks calls "the not-quite-campaign of 1914") yet which, for many, posed a more immediate threat than the deepening wars abroad. He documents the escalation of the conflict along with u.S.'s southern border that inspired the publication of sheet music in diverse segments of the popular music industry, the making and issuing of recordings, and the mounting of promotional campaigns. As brooks details, the music publications that accompanied the "rehearsal" to the American entry into World War i prefigured the complex, multidimensional song industry that emerged fully formed in later years, and that advanced different views of the possible role of the American military in the ongoing fighting.
Supplementing brooks's article is an extended appendix that provides detailed listings of hundreds of sheet music publications issued in the united States between April 1914 and December 2016 concerning the conflict with mexico and the lead up to the American entry into the war, many of which are discussed in the article. in addition to publications by standard tin Pan Alley publishers-those regularly documented "hit songs" that originated with major publishing houses in New York, and were widely circulated throughout the country with a well-organized retail industry-brooks documents less well known song publishers whom he calls "Kitchen table" and "song shark" outfits. the former were (in brooks's words) "usually motivated not by profit but by personal interest: family members, civic organizations, social concerns, or religious beliefs," while the latter functioned essentially as vanity presses, providing musical settings for lyrics submitted by customers (often for a fee). by bringing these regional and local actors into view, brooks provides a far more nuanced portrait of the American song publishing industry of a century ago.
in sum, the scholarship in this issue places composers, songwriters, lyricists, performers, publishers, and audiences within the larger context of the North American experience of the Great War. infusing these creative activities were deeply held beliefs about the validity of the war, beliefs nonetheless shaped by national identity, by professional experience and training, by available funding as well as economic and commercial interests, and by access to performers, venues, and publication markets. As such, these portraits of musical life, dating back a century and from a time of unprecedented violence, allow us a timely glimpse of the perceived power of music to persuade, dissuade, comfort, and enlighten practitioners and listeners alike.
